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Armando Solar-Lezama

- Moved to the US with my family from Mexico when I was 15

- BS from Texas A&M University, PhD from UC Berkeley

- Faculty at MIT since 2008

- Work on Programming Systems + X



Gonzalo Ramos

- From Argentina

- MS, PhD in CS, University of Toronto, Canada

- Scientist, Microsoft Live Labs; OSD (2007-2013)

- Sr Design Technologist - Amazon Concept Lab (2013-2015)

- Sr UX Scientist - Amazon Grand Challenges (2015-2016)

- Sr Researcher - Microsoft Research AI



The Finding Path



Finding & Changing...

“Find a place you trust, and then try trusting it for awhile."
John Cage and Sister Corita Kent

- Identifying a research topic is equal parts asking questions 

about the world, and yourself.

- It is often does not resemble a straight line.

- Do investments, Also be ready to change.

- It is ultimately personal, not two are the same



Research Journeys...

- The uncompromising vision.

“My goal is (grand and) clear. My steps unwavering.”

- The opportunistic explorer.

“I see an array of possibilities. I choose and change when appropriate.”

- The problem solver.

“I see something I know how to fix. I learn by doing.”

- Yours!

“your story goes here...”



Strategies and 
Learning to Ask Questions

Don't try to create and analyze at the same time.
They're different processes.

John Cage and Sister Corita Kent



Finder’s Strategies

"Always be around. Come or go to everything. Always go to 

classes. Read anything you can get your hands on. Look at 

movies carefully, often. Save everything.”
John Cage and Sister Corita Kent

- What are you passionate about?

- What are your values?

- How do these guide you &  fit?



Beware of the Hype...

https://www.gartner.com/en/research/methodologies/gartner-hype-cycle



Tips Along the Way

- The journey of a student is individual.

- The journey of a researcher is collective.

- Envision success, and work backwards from it into metrics, 

and milestones.

- Try the press-release approach.

- What do you bring to the table?

- Asses resources and knowledge/skills gap



Interdisciplinary Research



Finding Interdisciplinary Topics

- In my field (HCI), almost all work is interdisciplinary.

- Go out and learn about... 

- people and their problems.

- a new technology that has not been applied before.

- what you can give. 

- Take advantage of the challenge of being not exactly where 

you planned.

- Try explaining what you do to others in different fields, learn 

their perspective.



Advising Interdisciplinary Topics

- One, two or more advisors and mentors?

- Do they appropriately balance breadth vs depth of research?

- Do they have a core identity that supports or overlaps with

yours?

- Are they open-minded and enthusiastic about learning from 

other fields?

- Can they provide financial support for interdisciplinary

research?

- Will you find a community of researchers that support your

work?



Case Studies







A new approach to 
achieve something 
that has never been 
achieved before. 





Good problem 
selection will only 
take you so far.





Group Activity



Short exercise

Draft Your Research Press Release

• What is the problem? 
• Who is the person it affects? 
• What is the proposed solution? 
• How does the solution work? 
• What is the Research Plan? 
• The steps that take us from now to solving the problem



Summary



Take home ideas
- “The closest path between two points is not a straight line. 

It is the path you know find”.

- Know yourself.

- Be curious.

- Connect with others.

- Have goals, until you find better ones.

- Be ready to change.


